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How did the Summer Institute (SI) 
initiative begin?



COVID 19 moved everything online:

• Request from leadership for intensive PD for faculty.
• Two tracks of self-paced asynchronous courses to support a variety of faculty 

needs. 
• Faculty would need a developmental shell within the LMS to build course 

content. 
• Provide synchronous webinars for demos and presentations (18 total)
• Provide opportunities for faculty to hear from seasoned online educators.
• Issue certificate of completion signed by leadership along with incentive pay.

Professional Development request received from leadership: 

Professional Development start date:



UM3D Led SI Initiative
UM3D Instructional Design Team provides pedagogical support for UofM 
Global’s fully online programs and courses

• Roughly 90 online programs in Spring 2020

1. Team held course mapping meetings outlining key outcomes and 
objectives

2. Course content was developed by various members of the ID Team

3. Meetings with the Instructional Technology team to ensure technology 
tools and support resources were addressed

4. Rolling development for PD courses due to tight timelines

5. Maximized the features of the LMS where possible to enhance 
engagement and support



What did the Summer Institute 
(SI) experience look like?

Follow Along Here:



Foundations 
Overview
This track was recommended for faculty 
who were new to online teaching and 
course development (1 year or less 
experience). 

The Foundations track covered the following course design and teaching 
principles:

• writing measurable learning objectives 
• creating modular syllabi 
• developing collaborative communication techniques 
• facilitating virtual instructor presence
• designing at least three modules of instructional content and 
• providing accessible course materials that support student mastery 

of learning outcomes.



Mastery 
Overview
Recommended for experienced course 
developers and faculty who have taught online 
for 1+ years. Faculty were provided with 
resources on how to enhance their current UofM 
Global courses and strategies for redesigning 
within the GOLD rubric standards.

The Mastery track covered the following course design and teaching 
principles:
• modifying current syllabi and restructuring content for online learning, 
• exploring active learning strategies,
• promoting student engagement through instructional technologies
• utilizing multiple methods to sustain students’ persistence 
• thorough review of all instructional content for GOLD standards and
• best practices on providing quality feedback on student assignments.



What were the outcomes and lessons 
learned from the SI experience?

 



Additional Synchronous PD 
Opportunities

Coffee with a Designer Series    Winter  Summit



Additional Asynchronous PD 
Opportunities

Driven by Teaching: Foundations Driven by Teaching: GOLD



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EaKpJMEJomA


Questions


